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Are RIN prices high enough for E85 expansion?
Does the rising RIN price make E85 competitive?

Summary:

The prices of crude oil and associated petroleum products have fallen dra‐
matically in recent weeks. In fact, ethanol which for years has been sold at
a discount to gasoline blendstock has been selling for a premium lately.
RIN prices have also risen. In light of these changes, we return to the ques‐
tion of whether a high‐level ethanol blend like E85 can be delivered to
consumers at a competitive price.

E85 could be profitable to industry
and competively priced for consum
ers if the prices of Renewable Iden
tification Numbers (RINs) are high
enough. We calculate RIN prices
that support E85 expansion. RIN
prices were occasionally in this
range before, and might be close
again despite the falling petroleum
price.

One hypothesis is that expansion of ethanol consumption into fuels such
as E85 would occur when the cost of retailing this fuel is comparable to
other fuels, on an energy basis, so consumers are willing to buy it. If true,
then there is some RIN price at which profit can be made from getting
more ethanol to consumers. The exact level depends on costs of petro‐
leum feedstock (RBOB, here), ethanol, and E85 distribution. The RIN price
that makes E85 equal to the price of a competing fuel, E10, could be large,
but it is finite. E85 adoption might start slowly or quickly at this point,
depending at least in part on consumers’ expectations and retailing prac‐
tices.
When have actual RIN prices been high enough that E85 sales look
likely?
We calculate a minimum conventional RIN price to allow profitable sales
of E85 under certain assumptions (e.g. E85 contains 74% ethanol, and the
E85 distribution margin including taxes is at least as high as the E10 mar‐
gin). Figure 1 shows how the implied and actual conventional RIN prices
have evolved from January 1, 2013 to January 14, 2015. The inferred RIN
price that allows E85 to start to compete with E10 is calculated based on
actual input fuel prices (RBOB gasoline and wholesale ethanol).
The costs of distribution to sell more E85 are a key unknown: the lower
band of the gray area in the figure reflects the assumption that the distri‐
bution costs are equal to E10 distribution costs ($0.60 per gallon) and the
upper range of the gray area reflects the assumption that E85 distribution
costs twice as much as E10 distribution ($1.20 per gallon). The range
might be taken as boundaries: it seems likely that selling a lot more E85
quickly incurs higher distribution costs than E10, so E85 expansion could
still be unlikely at the lower end of the range; and it might also seem likely
that the E85 distribution costs are not double those of E10, so E85 expan‐
sion is more likely at the high end of the range.
Figure 1 shows that the implied price has been higher than the actual
price for most of the 2013‐2015 time period, suggesting that E85 sales
would not be profitable during these times. There were exceptions, partic‐
ularly in 2013 when E85 sales could have attracted industry and con‐
sumer interest. Recently, declining ethanol prices and rising RIN prices
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Figure 1. Actual conventional RIN price and the RIN price at which E85 might compete with E10.

Sources: Oil Price Information Service and authors’ calculations based in part on EIA price data. The gray area reflects uncertainty
about E85 distribution costs, but an actual RIN price at the high end of this range (or higher) gives a stronger impression that E85
can be priced to cover costs and attract consumers.

have resulted in the actual and implied prices con‐
verging despite the fall in petroleum prices. If that
trend continues, the implication is that E85 sales
might become profitable for industry and attractive
to consumers.
An example based on selected historical prices
Table 1 calculates the inferred conventional RIN
price to allow profitable E85 sales if the E85 margin
is $0.75 per gallon. The actual RIN price exceeded the
inferred price on June 20, 2014. The calculation sug‐
gests there could have been an arbitrage opportunity
in summer 2014: selling more E85 could generate
retail fuel and RIN revenues that exceed the costs of
input fuels and delivery. Given these assumptions,
the observed RIN price was too low for profitable
E85 sales at the other three times.
Calculations for January 14, 2015, suggest that a
$0.17 higher RIN price could be enough for E85
expansion. These numbers are sensitive to the
assumed E85 distribution margin. If the E85 margin
is $0.12 lower than assumed here, then E85 can be
both profitable for the industry and also competi‐
tively priced to consumers.

Table 1. When has the RIN price been high enough for E85
to compete in the past?
Jan. 2, Jan. 2, June 20, Jan. 14,
2013 2014 2014
2015
Prices
RBOB gasoline price
Ethanol spot price
RIN price

2.81
2.19
0.07

2.70
2.13
0.32

3.13
2.11
0.61

1.35
1.32
0.67

Estimated cost of E10
+ Gasoline cost
+ Ethanol cost
‐ RIN value
+ Assumed margin
Total cost per gallon
Total cost per 000 BTU

2.53
2.43
0.22
0.21
‐0.01 ‐0.03
0.60
0.60
3.34
3.21
0.030 0.029

2.81
0.21
‐0.06
0.60
3.57
0.032

1.22
0.13
‐0.07
0.60
1.88
0.017

Estimated cost of E85
+ Gasoline cost
+ Ethanol cost
‐ RIN value
+ Assumed margin
Total cost per gallon
Total cost per 000 BTU

0.73
0.70
1.62
1.57
‐0.05 ‐0.24
0.75
0.75
3.05
2.78
0.035 0.032

0.81
1.56
‐0.45
0.75
2.68
0.031

0.35
0.98
‐0.50
0.75
1.58
0.018

E10 cost less E85 cost
Per gallon basis
Per 000 BTU basis

0.30
0.42
‐0.005 ‐0.003

0.89
0.001

0.30
‐0.001

Calculated for competitive E85

The calculations in the table indicate the potential for
Implied RIN price
0.73
0.75
0.44
0.84
profitability on a day‐by‐day basis. Another uncer‐
Actual price less calculated ‐0.66 ‐0.42
0.16
‐0.17
tainty is how long the implied profitability must per‐
Sources: price data in the top rows are from EIA and OPIS, with
sist before market participants can take advantage of
all other entries representing authors’ calculations.
the opportunity to sell E85 at prices that attract con‐
sumers and also cover costs, taking RIN value into account. Some retailers may not be able to offer the fuel and
some consumers may not be able to adopt E85 quickly even though the market prices suggest it would be
advantageous to do so.
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